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23 Sep 2017: Under the aegis of our Chairman, along with

ls and

the able leadership afforded to us by our Hon. Dean for

equally

Research, Prof. Sridharan, we were able to garner a huge

accomplish

amount of information and inputs from ‘super’ medical

ed building

experts. Prof. Padma led the discussion. A large number of
questions were raised. Many issues were thrashed out.
Most of these were points that get raised after
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hospital operations start, at which point, fixing it is
usually a patch up operation. As the old adage goes,
“an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”, it
is not only true for health care, but also in the
designing and construction of health care institutions,
especially in the present day of such high end

Meeting with
HFHS
and MODEL
H
at GRT Grand,
Chennai

technology, where multiple systems are mated and
interlinked before the finishing work is done. There
was excellent participation from all the members at
the table. It was also reassuring to know that we
have such
good architects and engineers on board. During the
course of the discussions, it came to light that many
of the points raised by the audience, had already
been taken cognisance of. Three cheers to the
Architects and Engineers.
Dr. Satish took us through the rigorous process of
setting up an ethical and scientific research facility.
It was a very lucid talk that made rocket science
sound like a fairy tale!
Accreditation took on a whole different meaning as
Prof. Rajesh spoke to us. From seeing it as an
‘end’ in itself, it made more sense as the ‘means’

19/20 Sep 2017: Model H & HFHS

to an end, to

met The Naruvi management.

‘excellence in medical care’.

Architectural, construction &
building nuances were discussed
in detail relevant to the present
stage. Clinical work flows were
discussed in detail. Lisa, Dr. Sam
& Dr. Muma represented HFHS,
while Amber, Dr. Reena &
Dr. Surjit represented Model H.

The architects & building contractors were also
present.

